In Case Of Emergency Call Us:
+27 84 44 9 55 67
“ For all your water tight solutions”
Blocked...

Problem: Water is not draining..
Precaution: If its hot water let it cool down. If any immediate blockage can be identified, carefully remove.
Intermediate Solution:
● If you have a plunger, place over the outlet waste and plunge a series of times.
● In the case of basins, sinks, and certain baths (with inspection holes), Identify
the waste pipe which is connected directly after the waste. (Its usually made of a
rubber PVC (white or black)). Squeeze through the length of the pipe, and if any
blockage is identified try to break it down by squeezing the rubber PVC waste pipe.
Final Solution: If you tried the above and it doesn’t work CALL A PLUMBER! Do not poke or
prod fine objects down the drains! it could cause even more damage, that would require
breaking to repair or replace, to fix the problem.

Maintenance: If you have regular problems with your pipes, a little drain cleaner once in a while will help break down
some blockage’s. But ultimately it comes down two things; how the plumbing was originally done, and most importantly
what gets put down the drains. Things like big parcels of food, tampons, sanitary pads, the whole toilet roll, etc…are NOT
meant to be processed through our sewerage, Its not a dustbin, but a system used to remove water based products, to be
reprocessed / recycled and re-used!
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